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The combination of photothermal therapy (PTT) and gene therapy (GT) has attracted intense interest in

cancer treatment. However, the lack of long circulation and active tumor targeting reduces the thera-

peutic efficacy of complementary PTT/GT. In this work, hyaluronic acid (HA)–cloaked gold nanorods–

PGED (prepared by ring-opening of polyglycidyl methacrylate (PGMA) with ethylenediamine (ED))/pDNA

(AP/pDNA–HA) complexes were prepared to achieve long circulation and tumor targeting for photoa-

coustic imaging (PAI)-guided synergistic PTT/GT. Gold nanorods endow the complexes with photother-

mal effect and PAI function. Benefiting from the HA cloak, the AP/pDNA–HA complexes exhibit excellent

stability, biocompatibility, long circulation behavior and active targeting. In addition, the pH-responsive

characteristic of the Schiff base bonds helps the AP/pDNA–HA complexes to effectively escape from the

endosome/lysosome. The antioncogene p53 was employed to investigate the gene transfection

efficiency of the delivery system both in vitro and in vivo. The superiority of synergistic PTT/GT is estab-

lished in a mouse 4T1 breast tumor model. The current study provides a facile strategy for constructing

multifunctional gene delivery systems with long circulation and tumor targeting features, which can

achieve effective imaging-guided synergistic tumor treatment.

1. Introduction

Gene carriers with photothermal properties could combine
photothermal therapy (PTT) and gene therapy (GT) to realize
synergistic therapeutic effects.1,2 The photothermal effect that
converts light energy into heat can help trigger gene release,3–5

enhance cellular uptake,3,6 and facilitate endosomal/lysosomal
escape to promote gene delivery.7,8 Due to the superiority in
photothermal performance, photoacoustic imaging (PAI), and

facile surface modification, a variety of gold nanorod (Au NR)-
based gene carriers with positive charges have been applied in
complementary PTT/GT.9–11 However, due to non-specific
adsorption and lack of active tumor targeting, positively
charged gene carriers are easily cleared from circulation.12,13

Polyethylene glycol (PEG)-modified carriers are thought to
extend the circulation time and reduce carrier-associated
cytotoxicity.13–15 However, as a hydrophilic shielding material,
PEG usually hinders the cellular uptake of carriers and lacks
tumor targeting ability, resulting in reduced transfection
efficiency.13,16 The development of shielding materials with
targeting function to achieve accumulation in the tumor
region for effective gene transfection still remains a great chal-
lenge. Therefore, it will be desirable to propose a simple and
efficient strategy to fabricate Au NR-based gene carriers with
prolonged circulation time and tumor-targeted accumulation
to realize PAI-guided synergistic PTT/GT.

The natural polysaccharide hyaluronic acid (HA) exhibits
good biocompatibility, biodegradability, and biological func-
tions.17 HA can bind to the CD44 receptor, which is over-
expressed on the tumor cell surface.17 Therefore, HA-modified
nanoparticles have been employed to enhance the delivery of
chemotherapeutic drugs,18–20 proteins,21,22 or genes23–30 by
locating the CD44 receptor. For most cases of gene delivery,
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cationic polyethyleneimine (PEI) was employed to construct
HA-cloaked gene carriers.24,25,28–30 However, high cytotoxicity
limits their application in vivo.31 In addition, for the HA-
cloaked nanoplatforms used for complementary PTT/GT, the
colloidal stability in serum is usually poor due to weak electro-
static interaction between HA and nanoparticles, resulting in
protein instability during circulation.25 Moreover, whether
PTT/GT could produce synergistic therapeutic effect in vivo
remains to be further explored. If HA could be applied to
shield Au NR-based gene carriers via chemical bonds to
produce stable and biocompatible nanohybrids, an advanced
gene delivery system with long circulation, tumor-specific
accumulation, and photothermal-enhanced GT could be
achieved.

Endosomal escape is a key step in gene delivery while most
non-viral gene carriers achieve this step through the “proton
sponge effect”.12,32 The shielding layer of gene carriers might
interfere with endosomal escape and inhibit transfection
efficiency due to steric hindrance.12 To overcome this obstacle,
a reversible shielding layer that can detach from the gene car-
riers in response to the tumor microenvironment would be an
ideal choice. Schiff base bonds that are cleavable in the acidic
tumor microenvironment have been used for responsive drug
or gene delivery.14,33–35 The combination of HA and Au NR-
based gene carriers through Schiff base bonding could
promote endosomal escape and facilitate synergistic PTT/GT.

Herein we propose the construction of HA-cloaked polyca-
tion/gold gene carriers with long circulation and active tumor

targeting ability to achieve PAI-guided PTT/GT. Au NRs endow
the carriers with photothermal effect and PAI functions. A cat-
ionic polymer PGED (prepared by ring-opening of polyglycidyl
methacrylate (PGMA) with ethylenediamine (ED))36 was conju-
gated onto the surface of Au NRs to prepare Au–PGED (AP) for
gene delivery.9 HA was then introduced to cloak AP/plasmid
DNA (pDNA) complexes through Schiff base bonds, which
could realize reversible shielding with pH responsiveness.
Through the rational design, prolonged circulation time, active
tumor targeting, and enhanced endosomal escape could be
achieved for efficient gene transfection (Scheme 1).
Meanwhile, under near-infrared (NIR) laser irradiation, syner-
gistic PTT/GT could be realized. The feasibility of the HA-
cloaked multifunctional system for PAI-guided PTT/GT was
investigated in detail both in vitro and in vivo.

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of AP nanohybrids

AP nanohybrids were prepared by ligand exchange between
gold nanorods and PGED–LA (lipoic acid linked with PGED)
through the “grafting-onto” method. The synthesis of gold
nanorods was through the seed-mediated approach.37 To
prepare PGED–LA, PGMA and PGED were synthetized as pre-
viously described.9 PGED–LA was synthesized by conjugating
LA with PGED. The detailed information is shown in the ESI.†

Scheme 1 Schematic presentation of the design of AP/p53–HA complexes and their application for tumor-targeted complementary PTT/GT.
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2.2. Preparation of AP/pDNA–HA complexes

AP/pDNA complexes were firstly prepared at a fixed N/P ratio of
15 and incubated for 30 min. Then, different amounts of HA–
CHO (aldehyde groups-bearing hyaluronic acid) were added to
the solution to produce AP/pDNA–HA complexes. Weight
ratios of HA/PGED in AP/pDNA–HA complexes were 25%, 50%,
75% and 100%, respectively. The detailed procedures can be
found in the ESI.†

2.3. In vitro gene transfection, cytotoxicity and cellular
internalization

Gene transfection of AP/pDNA–HA complexes were performed
in HEK293 and 4T1 cell lines as previously described.38 The
cell cytotoxicity of AP/pDNA–HA complexes was evaluated
through the MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2yl)-2,5-diphenyl
tetrazolium bromide) assay.38 Cellular internalization of AP/
pDNA–HA was investigated by fluorescence imaging, confocal
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and flow cytometry. The
detailed procedures are displayed in the ESI.†

2.4. Complementary PTT/GT in vitro

Complementary antitumor effects of PTT/GT in vitro were eval-
uated through the MTT and FDA–PI (fluorescein diacetate–pro-
pidium iodide) dual staining assays. The 4T1 cells were treated
with NIR light irradiation, AP/p53–HA, AP–HA + NIR light
irradiation and AP/p53–HA + NIR light irradiation, respectively,
as described in the ESI.†

2.5. Western blot

The expression of P53 protein in 4T1 cells was determined by
the western blot assay. For in vivo testing, the P53 protein was
extracted from the tumor tissue. Detailed procedures can be
found in the ESI.†

2.6. In vivo PAI

AP–HA or AP nanohybrids were injected into 4T1 tumor-
bearing mice intravenously. Thereafter, PA images were cap-
tured and the PA intensity was recorded as shown in the ESI.†

2.7. Complementary PTT/GT in vivo

For tumor therapy, 4T1 tumor-bearing mice were randomly
divided into four groups, which were intravenously injected
with PBS (control group), AP/p53–HA (GT group), AP–HA + NIR
(PTT group), and AP/p53–HA + NIR (PTT/GT group), respect-
ively. Detailed information is given in the ESI.†

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Preparation and characterization of the HA-cloaked
complexes

The synthetic procedures of the HA-cloaked gene delivery
system (AP/pDNA–HA) involve the preparation of AP nano-
hybrids and the subsequent modification of AP with HA–CHO
(Scheme 1). Firstly, AP nanohybrids were prepared by conjugat-
ing PGED–LA onto the surface of Au NRs through ligand

exchange.9 As shown in the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) image (Fig. 1a), Au NRs (∼40 nm in length and ∼10 nm
in diameter) were obtained by a seed-mediated growth strategy.
Then, the cationic polymer PGMA (Mn = 1.01 × 104, PDI = 1.31)
was synthesized by atom transfer radical polymerization and
then reacted with excess ethylenediamine through ring-
opening reaction to prepare PGED. Then, PGED–LA was suc-
cessfully prepared by the conjugation of lipoic acid and PGED.
Typical structures of PGMA, PGED and PGED–LA were charac-
terized by 1H NMR spectra, as shown in Fig. S1 of the ESI.†
Finally, AP nanohybrids were prepared by conjugating PGED–
LA onto the surface of Au NRs. The dynamic light scattering
results show that compared with Au NRs, the size of AP nano-
hybrids increased evidently (from ∼59 to ∼190 nm, Fig. S2 of
the ESI†). In addition, a slight redshift of ∼12 nm was
observed for the localized surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
peak of AP (Fig. 1b), which may be attributed to refractive
index change caused by the polymer attached on Au NRs.39

These findings are consistent with our previous work, indicat-
ing that PGED–LA was successfully grafted onto the surface of
Au NRs.9,40 Thermal gravimetric analysis also verified the con-
jugation of the polymer in the AP nanohybrids (Fig. S3, ESI†).

Aldehyde-functionalized HA (HA–CHO) was readily syn-
thesized through the oxidation reaction.25 The absorption
peak at 1730 cm−1 in the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectra (Fig. S4, ESI†)41 confirms the successful preparation of
HA–CHO. The degree of oxidation of the resultant HA–CHO
was determined to be ∼50% by the hydroxylamine hydro-
chloride titration method.42 The reporter plasmid DNA (encod-
ing Renilla luciferase) was then adopted to construct AP/pDNA
complexes. The AP/pDNA complexes were prepared at the fixed
N/P ratio (calculated from the molar ratio of nitrogen (N) in
PGED to phosphate (P) in pDNA) of 15. HA-cloaked complexes
AP/pDNA–HA were obtained after the introduction of HA–CHO
to AP/pDNA. The electrostatic interactions and Schiff base
bonds between HA–CHO and AP/pDNA were supposed to be
responsible for the formation of the AP/pDNA–HA complexes.
When different amounts of HA–CHO were applied, the weight
ratios of HA/PGED in the complexes were 25%, 50%, 75%, and
100%, respectively. For comparison, AP/pDNA/HA′ complexes
were also prepared by the electrostatic interaction between AP/
pDNA and HA. The particle sizes and zeta potentials of AP/
pDNA–HA and AP/pDNA/HA′ complexes investigated by
dynamic light scattering confirmed the successful formation
of the complexes (Fig. S5a and S5b, ESI†). Due to the
dual interactions in the AP/pDNA–HA complexes, the particle
size of the AP/pDNA–HA complexes was significantly smaller
than that of AP/pDNA/HA′ when the amount of HA was com-
parable. In addition, the zeta potentials of AP/pDNA–HA and
AP/pDNA/HA′ decreased to ∼8 mV at the HA/PGED weight ratio
of 50% due to the shielding effect of HA–CHO or HA on posi-
tively charged AP/pDNA complexes (∼33 mV). Electrophoretic
mobility retardation assay revealed that both AP/pDNA–HA
and AP/pDNA/HA′ complexes could condense pDNA effectively
at the HA/PGED weight ratio from 25% to 100% (Fig. S5c,
ESI†).
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3.2. Gene transfection and targeting ability of AP/pDNA–HA
complexes

The gene transfection efficiency of the two complexes was eval-
uated employing luciferase as the reporter gene. As shown in
Fig. 1c, gene transfection efficiency of AP/pDNA–HA and AP/
pDNA/HA′ complexes in 4T1 cells first increased and then
decreased with the increase of the HA/PGED weight ratio.
Meanwhile, the AP/pDNA–HA complexes exhibited higher gene
transfection efficiencies than AP/pDNA/HA′ at the same HA/
PGED weight ratio. The optimal gene transfection efficiency
appeared at the HA/PGED weight ratio of 50%, which was
probably due to the combined effects of suitable particle size,
zeta potential, active targeting, and stability.12 To verify the
feasibility of applying the complexes in vivo, the serum stability
of AP/pDNA–HA, AP/pDNA/HA′, and AP/pDNA was investigated
in cell medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS). The particle size changes after incubation for different
periods are exhibited in Fig. S5d of the ESI.† AP/pDNA dis-
played much larger particle size in serum compared with the
particle size in water, which was due to the strong adsorption
of proteins. AP/pDNA/HA′ demonstrated similar behavior,
probably resulting from the unstable electrostatic interaction
between AP, pDNA, HA, and FBS. In contrast, the AP/pDNA–HA
complexes exhibited stable particle size within 200 nm after
the incubation in FBS for 96 h. Dual interactions (Schiff base

bonding and electrostatic attraction) in the complexes and the
resistance of HA to protein adhesion were supposed to contrib-
ute to the excellent stability of AP/pDNA–HA.25,43 These results
suggest the great potential of AP/pDNA–HA for long circulation
in vivo. At the HA/PGED weight ratio of 50%, AP/pDNA–HA
complexes exhibited significantly higher gene transfection
efficiency than that of AP/pDNA/HA′ or AP/pDNA (Fig. 1c),
which could be attributed to the much higher stability. In
addition, it is speculated that compared with AP/pDNA, the
active targeting of AP/pDNA–HA introduced by HA could com-
pensate for the loss of the positive surface charge on gene
transfection efficiency. Therefore, AP/pDNA–HA with an
optimal HA/PGED weight ratio of 50% was selected for further
studies. To verify the pH-responsive separation of the HA cloak
in AP/pDNA–HA complexes, the zeta potential of AP/pDNA–HA
over time was evaluated in buffer solutions of pH 5.0 and 7.4
(Fig. S6, ESI†). The apparent increase in zeta potential (from
∼8 to ∼34 mV) in pH 5.0 buffer solution compared to the neg-
ligible change in pH 7.4 buffer solution indicates successful
detachment of the shielding HA layer.

To verify the targeting ability of AP/pDNA–HA for gene
delivery, gene transfection mediated by AP/pDNA and HA-
cloaked Ap/pDNA (AP/pDNA–HA with the HA/PGED weight
ratio of 50%) were evaluated in both CD44-positive 4T1 cells
and CD44-negative HEK293 cells. As shown in Fig. 1d, in 4T1
cells, the gene transfection efficiency mediated by AP/pDNA–

Fig. 1 (a) TEM image of Au NRs. (b) UV-vis spectra of Au NRs and AP. (c) Luciferase gene transfection efficiency of AP/pDNA/HA’ and AP/pDNA–HA
complexes (N/P = 15) with different HA/PGED weight ratios in 4T1 cells. Luciferase gene transfection efficiency of AP/pDNA and AP/pDNA–HA com-
plexes with different N/P ratios in 4T1 (d) and HEK293 (e) cell lines. (f ) Cytotoxicity of AP/pDNA and AP/pDNA–HA in 4T1 cells. (g) Representative flu-
orescence images of pEGFP expression in 4T1 cells mediated by PEI/pDNA, PGED/pDNA, AP/pDNA, and AP/pDNA–HA at their optimal N/P ratios,
respectively.
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HA was significantly higher than that mediated by AP/pDNA
under various N/P ratios. In contrast, AP/pDNA–HA and AP/
pDNA-mediated gene transfection showed no obvious differ-
ence in HEK293 cells (Fig. 1e). The enhanced gene transfection
efficiency in CD44-positive 4T1 cells was believed to confirm
the tumor targeting ability of the AP/pDNA–HA complexes. In
addition, the AP/pDNA–HA complexes exhibited obviously
higher gene transfection efficiency at the optimal N/P ratio of
15 compared with PEI (25 kDa) and PGED at their optimal N/P
ratios of 10 and 15, respectively.44 The HA cloak was also
found to evidently decrease the cytotoxicity of AP/pDNA–HA
complexes compared with AP/pDNA in both 4T1 cells and
HEK293 cells (Fig. 1f and Fig. S7, ESI†). This phenomenon
could be attributed to the shielding effect of HA on the posi-

tively charged AP/pDNA, indicating the great potential of AP/
pDNA–HA in biomedical applications.

The gene expression of enhanced green fluorescent
protein (EGFP) was also visualized in 4T1 cells (Fig. 1g), while
the percentage of EGFP-positive cells was quantified by
the flow cytometry assay (Fig. S8, ESI†). The AP/pDNA–HA
complexes exhibited much higher EGFP expression level
(∼30.2%) compared with AP/pDNA (∼19.5%), PGED/pDNA
(∼11.4%), and PEI/pDNA (∼13.3%) at their corresponding
optimal N/P ratios. Therefore, AP/pDNA–HA complexes with
the N/P ratio of 15 and HA/PGED weight ratio of 50% could be
promising in gene delivery with the superiority of low cyto-
toxicity, active tumor targeting, and high gene transfection
efficiency.

Fig. 2 (a) Flow cytometric results of 4T1 cells treated with PGED/pDNA, PEI/pDNA, AP/pDNA and AP/pDNA–HA. (b) CLSM images of 4T1 cells
treated with AP/pDNA and AP/pDNA–HA for 0.5, 4, and 6 h, respectively. Scale bar: 10 μm.
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3.3. Cellular internalization

To reveal the mechanism involved in the enhanced gene deliv-
ery of AP/pDNA–HA complexes, cellular internalization of
PGED/pDNA, PEI/pDNA, AP/pDNA and AP/pDNA–HA com-
plexes was studied. As displayed in Fig. S9 of the ESI,† pDNA
was labeled with green fluorescent YOYO-1 to visualize the
complexes while nuclei of 4T1 cells were stained with 4′,6-di-
amidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) in blue. Much brighter green
signals were observed in the AP/pDNA–HA group than other
complexes. Furthermore, quantitative analysis by flow cytome-
try revealed the internalization percentages of 85.7%, 73.9%,
43.2%, and 36.5% for AP/pDNA–HA, AP/pDNA, PEI/pDNA, and
PGED/pDNA (Fig. 2a), confirming the enhanced internaliz-
ation of the AP/pDNA–HA complexes. CLSM was used to
monitor the real-time intracellular distribution of AP/pDNA
and AP/pDNA–HA. As shown in Fig. 2b, at 0.5 h of incubation,
both complexes appeared at the cell membrane. After 4 h, the
complexes entered the cells and distributed around the nuclei.
Stronger green signals were observed in the cytoplasm of 4T1
cells treated with AP/pDNA–HA complexes, verifying the active
tumor targeting ability of HA-cloaked complexes. After 6 h of
incubation, the green signals were overlapped with the blue
nuclei, indicating the release of pDNA from complexes. Higher
fluorescence signals appeared in cells treated with the AP/
pDNA–HA complexes. These findings confirm that the

enhanced gene transfection of AP/pDNA–HA was due to the
increased cellular internalization in 4T1 cells.

3.4. Combined PTT/GT in vitro

The stability of pDNA after the complexes were irradiated with
NIR light laser was evaluated before the study of PTT/GT
in vitro. As shown in Fig. S10 of the ESI,† pDNA could be suc-
cessfully released from the AP/pDNA–HA complexes under NIR
light irradiation without damage.45 NIR irradiation was sup-
posed to reduce the attraction between complexes and pDNA
to promote DNA release.46 Encouraged by the superior gene
transfection performance of AP/pDNA–HA in vitro, the antion-
cogene p53 was used to assess the antitumor effect of the AP/
p53–HA complexes (N/P = 15, HA/PGED weight ratio = 50%).
4T1 cells were treated with PGED/p53, AP/p53, and AP/p53–HA
complexes, respectively. After gene transfection for 48 h, the
percentages of apoptotic 4T1 cancer cells were assessed by
flow cytometry. As shown in Fig. 3a, the percentages of apopto-
tic cells induced by PGED/p53, AP/p53, and AP/p53–HA were
15.79%, 21.45%, and 30.97%, respectively while negligible
apoptotic cells in the control group were observed. The most
severe apoptosis of 4T1 cells induced by the AP/p53–HA com-
plexes verified the successful delivery of p53 and superior gene
transfection performance of HA-cloaked complexes. Western
blot assay confirmed the enhanced expression of P53 protein
mediated by the HA-cloaked complexes (Fig. 3b). Quantitative

Fig. 3 (a) Flow cytometric analysis of apoptotic 4T1 cells after different treatments. (b) Western blot of P53 protein expression in 4T1 cells after 48 h
transfection. (c) MTT assay and (d) fluorescence images of FDA–PI-stained 4T1 cells treated with NIR, AP–HA, AP/p53–HA, AP–HA + NIR, and AP/
p53–HA + NIR, respectively.
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analysis revealed that the expression level of P53 protein in the
AP/p53–HA group was significantly higher than that in the AP/
p53 group (Fig. S11, ESI†).

To investigate the complementary PTT/GT in vitro, photo-
thermal effects of AP–HA were first evaluated. The SPR peak of
AP–HA was observed at ∼815 nm (Fig. S12a, ESI†) while con-
centration- and time-dependent temperature variation was
recorded under an 808 nm laser at the power density of 1 W
cm−2 (Fig. S12b, ESI†). In addition, the excellent photothermal
stability of AP/pDNA–HA was confirmed by the cycling test
(Fig. S12c, ESI†). The efficacy of combined PTT/GT was investi-
gated by MTT and FDA–PI double staining (Fig. 3c and d). 4T1

cells were treated with NIR light irradiation, AP/p53–HA, AP–
HA, AP–HA + NIR light irradiation, and AP/p53–HA + NIR light
irradiation, respectively. The viability of 4T1 cells treated with
AP/p53–HA and AP–HA + NIR was ∼65% and ∼54%, respect-
ively. In contrast, 4T1 cells treated with NIR light irradiation or
AP–HA exhibited negligible cell death. The severe 4T1 cell
death mediated by small amounts of AP–HA was supposed to
be caused by the accumulation of AP–HA in cells after internal-
ization. These findings confirm that the photothermal effect
of AP–HA and p53 delivery can effectively kill tumor cells.
Notably, 4T1 cells treated with AP/p53–HA + NIR light exhibi-
ted significantly lower cell viability (∼32%) compared with the

Fig. 4 (a) PA images and intensity of tumor the site at different time points after the intravenous injection of AP–HA or AP, respectively. Scale bars:
2 mm. (b) Infrared thermal images and temperature plots of tumor-bearing mice intravenously injected with AP–HA or PBS (control) under 808 nm
laser irradiation at 10 h post-injection (1 W cm−2, 5 min). (c) Relative growth curves, (d) tumor weights and (e) photos of the excised tumors in
different groups. (f ) H&E-stained images of the tumor tissue after different treatments. Scale bars: 50 μm.
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GT and PTT groups. Accordingly, the severest 4T1 cell death
was induced in the AP/p53–HA + NIR group (Fig. 3d), verifying
the superiority of complementary PTT/GT. In addition, the
excellent biocompatibility of the AP/p53 and AP/p53–HA com-
plexes was confirmed by hemolysis assay (Fig. S13, ESI†).

3.5. In vivo PAI-guided therapy

The superior performance of AP/p53–HA complexes in vitro
inspired us to explore the antitumor effect of the complexes
in vivo. Owing to the excellent photothermal effect (Fig. S12a,
ESI†), AP–HA nanohybrids were expected to achieve PAI
in vivo,47 which could monitor the accumulation of the nano-
hybrids in the tumor.48–50 After intravenous injection of AP–
HA or AP in the 4T1 tumor-bearing mice, PAI was explored. As
shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. S14 of the ESI,† gradually increasing
PA signals were observed at the tumor site until 10 h after

intravenous injection, implying the time-dependent accumu-
lation of the nanohybrids. Remarkably, stronger PA signals
were observed in the AP–HA-treated tumors compared with AP-
administered tumors. The PA intensity of the AP–HA group
reached the maximum value at 10 h post-injection (Fig. S15,
ESI†), which was 1.8-fold higher than that of the AP group. It
is speculated that the HA cloak facilitate the active targeting
and long circulation of the AP–HA nanohybrids in vivo. After
10 h, the PA intensity of both AP and AP–HA groups decreased
over time, implying that the nanoparticles could be gradually
metabolized. In addition, the highest PA intensity at 10 h post-
injection indicates a maximum accumulation of the nano-
hybrids in the tumor, which could be regarded as the optimal
time point for PTT. As shown in Fig. 4b, obvious temperature
elevation and color change in the infrared thermal images
were observed in the AP–HA-treated tumor with NIR light

Fig. 5 (a) Western blot of P53 protein expression and (b) quantitative analysis of P53 protein in tumor tissues after different treatments. (c)
Immunohistochemical analysis of the tumors after different treatments. (d) Histology analysis of major mouse organs after different treatments.
Scale bars: 50 μm.
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irradiation at 10 h post-injection, which could effectively
ablate the tumor cells. In contrast, the temperature rise of the
tumor in the control group was negligible. In this regard, AP–
HA nanohybrids could be effective for PTT in vivo while
imaging-guided tumor treatment could be achieved.

Complementary PPT/GT in vivo was then performed under
the guidance of PAI. The 4T1 tumor-bearing mice were divided
into four groups and intravenously administered with PBS
(control group), AP/p53–HA (GT group), AP–HA with NIR light
irradiation (PTT group), and AP/p53–HA with NIR light
irradiation (PPT/GT group), respectively. Treatments were
administered every other day for 10 days. For PTT and PPT/GT
groups, tumors were irradiated with an 808 nm laser (1 W
cm−2, 5 min) only once at 10 h after the first injection, which
was regarded as the optimal time point (Fig. 4a). The relative
tumor volume of the different groups was recorded every other
day (Fig. 4c). The in vivo study was stopped on day 10 as
tumors in the PPT/GT group had almost disappeared. After 10
days of treatment, the tumor growth in the PTT/GT group was
completely suppressed, while the tumor weight was signifi-
cantly lower than that of the other groups. In contrast, tumors
in the PTT and GT groups still grew rapidly to a certain extent,
suggesting the superior antitumor effects of complementary
PTT/GT. It is to be noted that the combination of GT and PTT
exhibited a synergistic effect (degree of synergy > 0),51 confirm-
ing PTT-enhanced GT. The weight and typical photographs of
the tumors after different treatments confirmed the satisfac-
tory therapeutic effect of the PTT/GT group (Fig. 4d and e).
Taken together, AP/p53–HA complexes are promising to realize
PAI-guided synergistic PTT/GT for tumor treatment.

To further assess the antitumor effect of different groups,
tumor tissues were analyzed by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining (Fig. 4f). Tumor cells in the control group were
normal, while cell apoptosis were observed in the GT group.
Tumor cell necrosis including nuclei fragmentation occurred
in the PTT group. Remarkably, the dual-modal complementary
PTT/GT therapy resulted in the most severe cell death,
suggesting the superiority of the synergistic therapeutic effect
of the AP/p53–HA complexes.

The expression level of P53 protein was verified by western
blot assay. As shown in Fig. 5a, the P53 protein expression was
observed in the GT and PTT/GT groups. In addition, quantitat-
ive analysis revealed that the P53 expression level in the PTT/
GT group was significantly higher than that in the GT group
(Fig. 5b). Immunohistochemical staining also confirmed more
obvious P53-positive area in the PTT/GT group, compared with
the GT group (Fig. 5c). The enhanced gene transfection was
speculated to be caused by the photothermal effect-enhanced
cellular uptake, endosomal escape, and p53 release from AP/
p53–HA complexes,5,6 which also explains why PTT and GT
produced a synergistic therapeutic effect.

During the treatment, the body weight of the mice was
found to increase slightly over time (Fig. S16, ESI†).
Furthermore, the organs (heart, liver, spleen, kidneys and
lungs) of the mice were resected and analyzed by H&E staining
(Fig. 5d). The histological analysis of major organs in different

treatment groups did not exhibit obvious abnormality. Taken
together, AP/p53–HA complexes possess excellent biocompat-
ibility for PAI-guided synergistic therapy.

4. Conclusions

In summary, HA-cloaked polycation/gold gene carriers with
long circulation and active tumor targeting ability were success-
fully fabricated for PAI-guided synergistic PTT/GT. A cationic
polymer PGED was conjugated onto the surface of Au NRs
through Au–S bonds to produce AP nanohybrids for pDNA con-
densation. Then an appropriate amount of HA was readily intro-
duced through Schiff bonds and electrostatic interaction to
obtain AP/pDNA–HA complexes. The reversible shielding with
pH responsiveness guaranteed the endosomal escape of the
complexes for effective gene delivery with compromised cyto-
toxicity. Taking advantage of the excellent stability and active
targeting properties conferred by HA, the HA-cloaked complexes
exhibited significantly higher gene transfection efficiency than
that of AP/pDNA through enhanced cellular internalization in
CD44-positive tumor cells. Furthermore, Au NRs impart photo-
thermal properties to the complexes and complementary PTT/
GT was achieved through the combination with antioncogene
p53. The feasibility of PAI-guided therapy in vivo was also
demonstrated. PAI confirmed that the optimal time point to
perform PTT was 10 h after intravenous injection, when a
maximum accumulation in the tumor was observed.
Remarkably, a synergistic effect was achieved when AP/p53–HA
complexes were applied for PTT/GT. Satisfactory antitumor
effects resulting from PTT-enhanced GT make the HA-cloaked
complexes ideal candidates for PAI-guided synergistic therapy.
The current work provides a facile strategy to construct multi-
functional gene delivery systems with long circulation and
tumor-targeting characteristics for effective tumor treatment.
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